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1 Introduction and aim

In the last 30 years image processing has become a mature en-
gineering discipline and it has become an indispensable tool for
many fields like medical visualization, law enforcement, human
computer interaction, industrial inspection and security or med-
ical surveillance.

The evolution of technology in the last decade opens up new
possibilities, and the new possibilities set up new challenges. In
the early days of digital image processing there were only dig-
ital images to process in a relatively low number. Around the
turn of the millennium videos appeared and in parallel the con-
stantly growing size of the image databases exceeded the man-
ually manageable limit. New methods were required to handle
the new challenges: content based image retrieval, video coding,
event detection in videos have become part of digital image pro-
cessing. Nowadays everyone can easily access digital cameras
and make digital video recordings, hence the amount of video
data is rapidly increasing. At the same time the type of video
content has become more challenging, since generally neither
the ”cameraman” nor the device is professional. Blurry, noisy
recordings with practically random camera motion need to be
analyzed. Obviously to detect events in these kinds of record-
ings the whole process from low- to high-level has to be adapted
to the task. This work is concerned with low- and mid-level
image processing problems, that need to be solved to handle
these new kinds of videos efficiently. The first two parts of the
dissertation address basic image enhancement problems such
as optimizing deconvolution for image deblurring, and extrac-
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tion of the geometrical structure of the image by decomposing
it into texture and geometrical components, while in the third
part, higher level video understanding will be examined, where
the task is the detection of moving objects and their separation
from a cluttered background in videos recorded with a moving
camera.

Image restoration is practically as old as image processing
itself, constantly waiting for newer and better solutions. De-
convolution of blurred images, like the ones taken with strongly
moving wearable cameras, gives a new motivation to solve an
old challenge. Beside motion, there could be many other rea-
sons of image blur like defocusing, atmospheric perturbations,
optical aberrations. For these reasons, which are common in
aerial, satellite or medical imaging, the acquired images are cor-
rupted and restoration is needed. The distortion of the image is
generally modeled as convolution: the original unknown image
is convolved with a Point Spread Function (PSF) that describes
the distortion. The goal is obvious: restore the original image as
well as possible based on the blurry measurement and, in some
cases, the PSF. The problem is ill-posed, since there is more
than one image that would seem as a good solution. Hence it is
a common drawback of non-regularized iterative deconvolution
methods that after some iterations they start to amplify noise
(see Fig. 1). Our goal was to automatically find an optimal
stopping condition for these algorithms where the reconstructed
image is as close to the original (unknown) image as possible.

The decomposition of an image into geometrical (cartoon)
and noise like (texture) components is a fundamental task for
both videos and still images. It can help image compression,
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(a) Blurred Image (b) Deconvolved im-
age after 14 itera-
tions

(c) Deconvolved im-
age after 60 itera-
tions

Figure 1: An example how non-regularized deconvolution meth-
ods amplify noise if not stopped at the optimal iteration.

denoising, image feature selection, or it can be a preprocessing
step for video event detection: the same way as shadow, re-
flection, smoke/fog removal, the elimination of texture from the
video frames aids the higher level understanding of the video.
Theoretically the two parts are independent of each other: the
cartoon image contains only geometrical information while the
texture image, as complementary of the cartoon, is free of geo-
metrical information (see an example on Fig. 2).

Separating foreground objects from the background is a fun-
damental module for many video applications, as it is com-
monly used to bootstrap higher-level analysis algorithms, such
as object-of-interest detection, tracking, or content based video
indexing, which could be applied for security or medical surveil-
lance. The task is challenging for still camera recordings, but
if wearable cameras are used, then strong motion and parallax,
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(a) Artificial original
image

(b) Cartoon (c) Texture

Figure 2: An example of cartoon/texture decomposition.

low quality of signal (reduced by motion blur) makes the prob-
lem even more complex. Generally low level algorithms (such
as deblurring, denoising, morphological enhancement) are used
as pre- or post-processing to achieve better result.

2 Methods used in the experiments

In the last decades a lot of methods were developed in or-
der to restore the original image from the blurred, noisy mea-
surement. We were working with an iterative non-regularized
method called Richardson-Lucy algorithm [7, 8]. In case of de-
convolution we do not know the original image U , only the
blurry measured one Y can be used to guide us toward U. If X(t)
is the output of the method after t iteration, then a goal function
of the method is usually based on minimizing |Y −H∗X(t)|. Ob-
viously the goal is to find the minimum of |U−X(t)| or the sim-
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ilar MSE(U,X(t)) function, and stop the deconvolution there.
However, these measures are not directly computable since U is
unknown. We can only access MSE(Y,H ∗X(t)), which is not
appropriate for the estimation of the ideal stopping point as it
is clearly visible on Fig.3.

(a) The unknown MSE(U,X(t)) (b) The measurable MSE(Y,H ∗
X(t))

Figure 3: The measureable Mean Square Error: MSE(Y,H ∗
X(t)) function do not follow the unknown MSE(U,X(t)) func-
tion. Where U is the original image, X(t) is the reconstructed
image at iteration t and H is the PSF. Consequently, the ideal
stopping point cannot be estimated based on MSE(Y,H∗X(t)).

We have calculated the independence of X(t) and the differ-
ence of two consecutive iteration X(t)−X(t− 1) using ADE [9]
as a measure of independence. To prove the efficiency of the
proposed method a test environment was built, where the U is
known and the quality of the result is measurable.

We were also working on a special part of denoising where
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the aim is to separate the image into cartoon and texture com-
ponents. A new method was developed, which uses the BLMV
filter introduced in [10] to initialize an Anisotropic Diffusion
(AD) filter [11]. The iterative AD is stopped automatically
based on the orthogonality criterion of the cartoon and tex-
ture component [12], utilizing Angle Deviation Error (ADE) [9]
measure. The algorithm was compared to the state-of-the-art
methods using artificial images where the ground truth cartoon
and texture components are available, which makes numerical
evaluation possible, and also on non-artificial images for visual
comparison, which is the most widely used evaluation method
for cartoon/texture decomposition.

These algorithms and the evaluation environment was im-
plemented in MATLAB R© [13].

To detect camera independent motion I have built a frame-
work with three main parts (see Fig. 4): (1) Motion Compen-
sated Frame Differencing, (2) Estimation of Foreground Filter
Model, (3) Detection of Moving Objects.

The compensation of camera motion is a must in step (1).
It is done by Hierartchical Block Matching (HBM) [14] and a
Global Motion Estimator (GME) [15].

After the compensation, the two frames have the same coor-
dinate system and an error image can be calculated as a differ-
ence of compensated frames. This error image should contain
only the foreground regions. To eliminate false positives we
use Probability Density Function (PDF) estimation in the sec-
ond step. The samples for this estimation are coming from the
Modified Error Image (MEI), built in step (1). The MEI con-
tains the information of the motion compensated difference of
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Figure 4: Diagram of the foreground object extraction method.

the actual and the previous frames and the color information of
the actual frame.

For background color density estimation we used sample-
point estimator, with Gaussian kernel.

The 3rd part is the detection of moving objects, which con-
tains a thresholding of the previously built PDFs and the DB-
SCAN [16] clustering algorithm, which works on the detected
foreground pixels, using a 7 dimensional feature vector to de-
scribe a pixel.

The framework was implemented in C++ using the OpenCV
library [17]. The algorithm was implemented for one thread,
nevertheless a short research was done on the possibilities of
parallelization on GPU.
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3 New scientific results

1. Thesis: The stopping condition is a common problem for
the non-regularized iterative deconvolution methods. a novel
method has been introduced for automatically estimating the stop-
ping condition based on the orthogonality of the change of the
estimated signal between two consecutive iterations and the sig-
nal itself. An effective lower bound estimate has been provided
to the conventional ad-hoc methods and proved experimentally
the efficiency of the proposed method for different noise models
and a wide range of noise levels.

The publications of the author connected to the thesis: [2,3].

Finding the optimal stopping point for iterative deconvo-
lution methods is an ill-posed problem. In a real life problem
scenario only the acquired image and the Point Spread Function
(PSF) is available. In general, non-optimal ad-hoc methods are
used to stop the iteration.

We have introduced a novel method for calculating the ideal
stopping point for iterative non-regularized deconvolution pro-
cesses, using the Angle Deviation Error (ADE) [9] measure in-
stead of the commonly used Mean Square Error (MSE) measure.

The proposed method is capable of estimating the optimal
stopping point of iterations based on the independence of an
actual estimated signal and its gradient, indicating when an
aimless section of the iterations is just starting, when the image
is not enhanced anymore and only noise is added to it.
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The proposed measure, ADE(Xe(t), X(t)) contains only mea-
surable images and provides a reasonable solution for the stop-
ping problem: at the minimum of ADE(Xe(t), X(t)) the change
between two consecutive iterations Xe(t) has the highest possi-
ble independence of the actual reconstructed image, hence we
can assume that at this point Xe(t) contains mostly independent
noise and not structural information of the image, and further
iteration will not enhance the image quality.

The method was tested with the well known Richardson-
Lucy [7, 8] deconvolution algorithm with different noise mod-
els (Gaussian, Poisson) and wide range of noise levels. It does
not require any input parameter or manual calibration. The
correlation between the result of the theoretically best solu-
tion (MSE(U,X(t))) and the result of the proposed method
(ADE(Xe, Xre)) is 0.6726. If we regard the correlation not in
iteration number but in image quality, the value is even higher:
0.9556. We can conclude that the proposed method outperforms
the generally used ad-hoc methods.

2. Thesis: A novel axiomatic method has been proposed for
the automatic separation of geometrical and textural components
of the image. The heart of the algorithm is the Anisotropic Dif-
fusion (AD), whose iteration is stopped adaptively to the im-
age content, based on ADE orthogonality measure. It has been
proved experimentally that the proposed method separates car-
toon and texture components of the image with better quality
than the recently published algorithms.

The publication of the author connected to the thesis: [4]
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The aim of the Anisotropic Diffusion [11] is to blur and filter
the image from noise while it keeps the strong edges. For this
it uses a weight function, which hinders the diffusion in the
directions orthogonal to edges and allows it along the edges or
in edge-free territories.

AD, as proposed in [11], is not suitable for cartoon/texture
decomposition, since texture may contain high magnitude edges,
which should be blurred and cartoon may contain weaker edges,
which should be preserved.

The proposed algorithm utilizes cartoon image of the BLMV
non-linear filter [10] to initialize the weights for AD. In this im-
age the textured regions are already blurred somewhat, hence
the AD does not keeps them, while the main edges are preserved
therefore the weighted inhibition of the AD will keep them un-
touched.

The iterative AD is stopped automatically based on the or-
thogonality of the two components using ADE measure. The
proposed algorithm offers theoretically clear solutions for the
main issues of the decomposition into cartoon and textured par-
titions:

• Adaptive scale definition by using locally optimal BLMV
filter tuned by ADE measure;

• Anisotropic Diffusion, initialized by the new adaptive BLMV
to better separate texture from cartoon;

• Orthogonality criterion for the quality measure of the de-
composition (stopping condition to AD).
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Our method was compared to the state-of-the-art methods of
the field (TVL1 [18], ROF [19], DPCA [20], DOSV [21], AD [11] ,
BLMV [10]) using artificial images for numerical evaluation and
real life images for visual comparison. The visual evaluation on
real images is the most widely used method in spite of its subjec-
tivity. Both evaluation approaches shows the proposed method
superiority and contrary to the other algorithms it does not re-
quire precise manual tuning of the parameters, only a range of
parameter values should be given as a starting condition.

3. Thesis: Based on kernel density function estimation a
novel method has been developed for moving foreground object
extraction in sequences taken by a wearable camera (25fps, 320x240
frame size), with strong and unpredictable motion.

The publications of the author connected to the thesis: [1,5]

Foreground extraction on wearable camera recordings is a
challenging task since the camera motion is unpredictable and
strong, and motion blur and intensive noise corrupt the quality
of images.

Working with moving cameras the estimation and compen-
sation of the camera motion is the first step towards moving
foreground detection. We have performed a Hierarchical Block-
Matching (HBM) [14] and affine Global Motion Estimation (GME)
[15] to compensate camera motion.

After this step two consecutive frames of the video can be
represented in the same coordinate system and the error image
can be calculated as the absolute difference of the two frames.
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This error image should contain high values only on the pixels
corresponding to moving foreground objects, while the static
background points should have low values after the difference
calculation. Due to changes of the perspective, quantization er-
rors and errors of the motion compensation the error image can-
not be used as foreground model, because of the large number of
false positives. A Modified Error Image (MEI) has been formed,
which contains the color information of the original frame and
the motion information of the error image.

To separate pixels of moving objects from pixels in static
contours present in MEI due to the noise, Probability Density
Function (PDF) estimation of the background and probabilistic
decision rule is used.

The estimation of the PDF was done based on samples from
a spatial-temporal patch with kernel density estimation [22],
using Gaussian kernel. It is called spatiotemporal according to
the choice of sample points: spatial neighborhood and temporal
history of a pixel are both used.

For the bandwidth calculation we propose to use the distance
from all the k nearest neighbors, instead of the distance from
the kth alone, since the latter may give us false result when
the number of sample points is strongly limited. In the given
circumstances (low number of sample point, strong noise) the
sample point selection technique has key importance.

A common approach for selecting the sample points in case
of still cameras for a given (x, y) coordinate is to use the n
previous measurements taken at the same (x, y) position [23].
When the camera is moving the case is different. Even after
motion compensation the real background scene position that
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corresponds to the (x, y) pixel in one frame, might move a little,
due to errors of camera motion compensation, or quantization.
Assuming that this spatial error is random, the values selected
in a small patch centered on the pixel (x, y) are used. Based on
the values of the M measurement matrix, which contains the
last n motion compensated frames, a joint PDF is built for the
color channels of each non zero pixel of the current MEI.

Once the PDF has been built for each pixel in the current
frame, we can proceed to the detection of foreground moving
objects. Here the pixels will be first classified as foreground or
background based on an adaptive threshold that considers the
PDFs characteristics. Then the detected pixels will be grouped
into clusters (moving objects) with DBSCAN algorithm [16] on
the basis of their motion, color and spatial coordinates in the
image plane.

It has been proved in an experimental way that the proposed
framework gives better detection results than the widely used
Stauffer-Grimmson method [24]. The calculations are done in
offline mode at the moment, since the computational cost is too
high for real-time processing.

4 Application of the results

Wearable video monitoring has a lot of potentials in the fields of
health care, security and social life. It can be an important tool
for diagnosing aged dementia, where the traditional methods
may fail, since the patients cannot or voluntarily will not help
the physicians to diagnose their disease. Using video logs about
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the life of the patients can help the doctors in their work. For
security surveillance it can be an effective tool using together
with static cameras or in cases when the use of static cameras
is not an option (e.g. police patrols).

Blogging and life logging is becoming more and more popu-
lar. The author writes down his or her life like in a diary, but
using the possibilities of the electronic world, uploading pic-
tures, videos and music. A research project of Microsoft, called
SenseCam [25] is helping the users to build a diary with photos
using a special wearable camera that documents the users whole
day with pictures. (This is a way of modern entertainment, but
also it could be used in health care curing patients with memory
disorders.) With wearable cameras and the necessary handling
algorithms video diaries would also be available for the blogging
society.

Our work in separation of the foreground and the back-
ground is just the first step toward content based search of
videos, which is one of the most intensively researched areas
of multimedia and computer vision.

The decomposition of an image into cartoon and texture
components could be a starting point for many algorithms. It
could be useful for image compression where compressing the
cartoon and the texture components separately can provide bet-
ter results [26]. Such a coding proved to be efficient in the
past [27,28]. It is applicable for image denoising [19] since zero
mean oscillatory noise can be regarded as a fine texture, im-
age feature selection [18] and main edge detection as illustrated
in [10] etc. In motion estimation it could be used to eliminate
the effect of noise, which may reduce the precision of the esti-
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mation.
Deconvolutional methods are widely used in image process-

ing where defocusing is an issue: from microscopy to astron-
omy. It could be a preprocessing step for videos taken by wear-
able cameras, where motion blur corrupts the frames. Although
nowadays regularization is the main trend, non-regularized meth-
ods are also capable producing results comparable to the state
of the art [29]. For non-regularized methods the stopping prob-
lem is a key issue. The method we were working on offers a
logically sound and effective solution to this problem.
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